
Small Opera is the brainchild of the multifaceted

Jason Bienia. He gracefully weaves together a

diverse array of genres to cultivate a

refreshingly unique sound.  Their music is folk

infused art rock that swallows listeners whole.

Jason has an affinity towards music and spent

most of his adult life exploring the craft. He

grew up on the glacial plains of Saskatchewan

and now resides in the wetlands of Vancouver.

Canada may be cold but it sure is inspiring for

those who look at it through a frozen rose

coloured lens. 

 Jason has an affinity towards music and spent

most of his adult life exploring the craft. His

music is perpetually evolving and discovering

different avenues.

 Jason’s previous experience varies from playing

in the noise metal band Samuel the Black

Shaman to lounge acts around Saskatchewan

and Manitoba.

The band consists of Jason, his talented wife

Shadi- Toloui- Wallace and the gifted Greg

Coles on standup bass. Small Opera are packed

to the brim with depth, skill and diversity. Their

extensive experience lends itself well to this

wonderfully experimental project. The band

name is inspired by  “the grandiose nature of

seemingly small moments.” Their music is both

calming and dizzying, stirring up a slew of

undiscovered emotions. Small Opera’s debut EP

“New River” showcases their accessible

complexity and poetic stylings. They are

inspired by the charming campiness of David

Lynch, the witty songwriting of local legend

Destroyer and the heartstring plucking of Gord

Downie’s solo records. Their music travels the

intersection between art-rock and folk, it’s

experimental but it knows where it's going.

“New River” takes you on a scenic walk through

their endlessly captivating sonic vision.
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